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THE CHALLENGE
The average agency generates anywhere between 500 to 2,000 BWC videos per 
day. Many agencies require body-worn camera footage be reviewed by supervisors. 

These BWC audits help supervisors review officer behavior, providing opportunities 

for recognition, coaching, and even policy changes.

Today, BWC audits are often conducted via pen and paper, and reviewed videos are 

selected at random. Supervisors have no way to methodically parse out good training 

or teaching moments. With less than 1% of footage typically being audited, it’s 
impossible to know if you’re reviewing the most important recordings.

THE SOLUTION
Priority Ranked Video Audit (PRVA) proactively flags videos for fast, effective review. Included in Axon 

Performance, PRVA streamlines the BWC review process, drastically reducing supervisor workload and 

consistently surfacing the videos a supervisor will most likely want to review.

REVIEW THE RIGHT VIDEOS, FASTER
PRVA automatically flags configurable critical moments, such as when a TASER device was activated or a 

firearm was unholstered. PRVA also utilizes speech-to-text to search for configurable agency keywords, and 

surfaces footage with highest keyword volume for review.* 

Agencies can even assign specific words and phrases different weight values based on importance, such as 

“stop resisting,” “thank you officer,” or “have a nice day.” Once the set of critical incidents and keywords is 

determined by the agency, PRVA automatically scans and ranks all incoming footage for review.

When a supervisor is ready to do an audit, they simply click “Review Now” and begin watching the most 

relevant video. Supervisors can be even more proactive by setting notifications that will alert them whenever 

a video is uploaded that meets a specific threshold. Since they consistently review more relevant videos, 

supervisors can help build trust with the community by quickly identifying behaviors that should be 

celebrated and shared, or behaviors that may require follow-up, coaching and policy change. 
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WHY PRVA?
Save time and streamline workflows with PRVA seamlessly integrated within Axon Performance 

Improve officer morale and community trust by consistently identifying and sharing positive interactions

Prioritize critical moments with TASER and Signal Sidearm moments auto-flagged and prioritized

Tailor to your agency needs with customized speech-to-text and keyword recognition*

Surface even more relevant results by weighting your keywords* 

Gain more perspective by viewing multiple feeds of the same incident at the same time

Find key moments fast with keywords that auto-highlight as the video plays*

Supervisors review the video with their own eyes and make their own assessment about the officer’s 

action - no “professionalism scores” from a computer

Enable custom, proactive notifications that alert supervisors when new priority ranked footage is 

available for review

Easily export videos that reach a specific score for consent decree monitoring or external review

TURN ON PRVA TODAY
Current Axon Performance customers can activate PRVA in their dashboard anytime. 

To learn more or to get started, reach out to the Axon customer support team.

*Speech-to-text and keyword search capabilities require Auto-Transcribe, an additional premium feature of Axon

axon.com/performance

